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Student Life Files Lost and Found Report
for Second Half of Website Title

Not to mention the missing Oxford commas!

On Tuesday, Student Life, WashU’s independent, student-run “newspaper,” filed a lost
and found report with WUPD after misplacing
the second half of its website title. As the top
search result for “studlife” is a page entitled
“StudLife’s” (shown above), WUnderground
staff initially assumed that this was one of the
publication’s signature typos and was meant to
read “StudLives.” However, after interviewing
over 100 students, staff writers finally spoke
with a student who occasionally reads the paper
and revealed the shocking truth: the confusing
search result usually reads “StudLife’s Website.”
This student asked to remain anonymous under
fear of “living out my next three years as a
pariah and potentially having to transfer.”
While the document that Student Life filed
with WUPD was technically a “Lost Item
Entry,” sources within the organization have
reported that this move was largely political.
According to a nameless informant writing
from the email address “studlifesecretes@gmail.
com,” in reality “the preveiling [sic] hipothesis

[sic] is that this really was actually a case of larsony
[sic].” After poring through decades of StudLife
archives, WUnderground analysts interpreted this
poorly spelled and structured message to mean
that StudLife staff believe the website title was
stolen. It remains a mystery what exactly it is that
StudLife secretes, but we have a few ideas.
The email goes on to explain that in recent years,
Student Life has received threatening messages
from The Record, another campus publication
which overtook the student-run outfit in readership several years ago. The Record is famously
shrouded in mystery– who its publishers are, why
they are always up so late, and how they got all
of our email addresses are subjects of widespread
speculation. These details combine to explain
StudLife’s astounding conspiracy theory: that
hackers from The Record infiltrated the website
and replaced its original explanatory name with a
confusing moniker to reduce traffic to the page.
If this diabolical plot really exists, it has certainly
been effective. Daily visits to the StudLife site have
reportedly been cut in half over the past week,
dipping well below five. Meanwhile, visits to Uncle
Joe’s have increased due to distressed students
that have been set adrift without the publication’s
invaluable guidance on which bread to pick at
Subway, what songs to play during sex, and why
they should hate fraternities. Studs all over campus
are holding out hope that the website will be easily
identifiable again in time for the paper’s classic
“WILD Bingo.” Tori Arneson, a junior, is especially eager: “That’s my favorite StudLife moment
every semester, when they release the [WILD]
bingo card. It gets me so excited for the concert,
during which I will definitely be playing a StudLife
bingo game!"

Fraternity Gives Free Alcohol to Students in Need
Most of the members
of Sigma Chi joined for one
thing and one thing only:
philanthropy. The brothers are
truly committed to making
the world a better place
through their good deeds.
“It’s like I’ve always said,”
explained Carson McDaniels, a
current pledge of the fraternity.
“It's more about what you give
than what you receive, bruh.”
To put this mantra into action,
the brothers of Sigma Chi
(popularly known as “Macho”)
recently spent the weekend
distributing alcoholic beverages
to needy students — students
who may not have had a drink
in one, possibly even two weeks.
“I’ve heard horror stories of
students who have gone entire
semesters without getting so
drunk that they pee on public
artwork and puke in their
friends’ gaping mouths,” said
McDaniels. “It really makes you
think about how lucky you are.”
Many of these students
don’t even have the resources to
get tipsy without the help of a
local frat. A recent Pew study

found that only 24.7 percent of
WashU students have fake IDs,
well below the national average.
Cornell McFlannels,
another brother, adopted more
politically charged rhetoric:
“This is about serving the
disenfranchised. It’s about
helping the marginalized populations of the world who haven’t
had a voice because they’ve
been too sober to belligerently
yell at complete strangers. We
want those who have been dealt
a shit hand to get shit faced!”
“I am wooooooooooke,”
screamed McDaniels, now
completely nude, covered
with doodled penises from
head to toe, standing on
the roof of the frat-house.
Macho says it has distributed over 100 gallons of jungle
juice to needy students this
month alone, making it the
most productive charitable
organization on campus. Other
fraternities are following its
lead, joining in the giving
spirit. The brothers of Sigma
Nu (“Smoo” for short) are
promoting safe sex, distrib-

uting condoms to girls who
show a willingness to sleep with
them. ZBT has now issued
“bumps” of cocaine to over
twenty “chill dudes.” And the
brothers of AEPi, in a display
of great charity and fraternal
spirit, have offered to pay for
each other’s legal counsel.
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Daniel Day-Lewis Reveals Not a Talented Actor,
Only Method Acting as One
The conversation about this
Sunday’s Academy Awards ceremony was flooded with drama this
week when Best Actor nominee
Daniel Day-Lewis revealed that
he never was a talented actor at all,
but has rather been method-acting
as one this whole time. Known
for his intense commitment to
roles, the Lincoln star will often
live as a character for months
at a time. This past Sunday, a
week before the 90th Oscars,
Daniel Day-Lewis unzipped
his skin during an interview to
reveal an identical, slightly less
talented Daniel Day-Lewis.
“I would like to express my
deepest regret that I’ve lied for
so long,” said Day-Lewis. “But
I’m having trouble conveying
the depth of this sentiment
because I can no longer act as
well.” The three-time Best Actor
recipient then launched into
a horrible Abraham Lincoln
impression while simultaneously
misquoting There Will Be Blood,
another of his award-winning
films. Day-Lewis revealed in
the interview that the past 40
years have been in preparation
for an upcoming Daniel DayLewis biopic based on his life, in
which he will portray the exponentially more talented version
of himself, who has decades of
formal training and acting experience behind him. However,
Day-Lewis’s announcement
regarding his lack of talent has
already spurred talks of a re-cast,
especially speculation about
Mark Ruffalo filling the role.

“Actually, my nocturnal evil
twin is a much more talented
actor,” added Day-Lewis. “Look
him up on IMDB: Daniel
Night-Lewis. He’s my stunt
double for scenes that take place
at night. Sure, he’s evil, but he
was a really big help on the set
of The Age of Innocence when
the night scenes were particularly hard on my moon allergy.”
Daniel Night-Lewis
should not be confused with
Daniel Knight-Lewis, a
Game of Thrones extra who
is the third-eldest brother in
the family, nor Daniel KiteLewis, who shares no relation, but can fly a mean kite.
Day-Lewis, Night-Lewis,
and Knight-Lewis credit their
friendly homosexual dog,
Spaniel Gay-Lewis, for their
extended thespian success.
Other inspirations of theirs
include Midwestern Christian

patron Daniel Saint-Louis, who
reportedly guided them through
a strictly religious childhood.
With the implication that
Day-Lewis will retire from
cinema following this revelation, many have wondered if
he would pursue theatre in his
retirement. However, Day-Lewis
has insisted that he would not
want to take attention away
from up-and-coming Broadway
performer Daniel Play-Lewis.
Rather than going to the
post-Oscar party, the Day-Lewis
acting troupe has decided that
they will hold a family reunion,
henceforth to be known as “DayLewis Day.” Day-Lewis was
unavailable for comment about
this decision, as he was preoccupied working as an administrator
at a travel insurance company,
which has been his actual
career for nearly four decades.

WUnderground is WashU’s
premier [only] satirical
newspaper and should be
taken about as seriously as the
Round-Earthers.
The news reported by this paper is
completely fictitious, at least to our
knowledge. Any resemblance
to persons living or dead is
entirely intentional.
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Spaniel Gay-Lewis and Daniel Play-Lewis share a moment of brotherly affection at the most recent Day-Lewis day.
Photo courtesy of the Day-Lewis family.

Student Wins HQ , Tells Orgo Professor to Shove It
It was a Thursday evening, and
a sophomore student (who will
be referred to only as “Jack") was
gathered in his common room
with five students of different
majors and a sixth who just knows
a lot of random bullshit. The situation seemed poised for something
great to happen. As the clock
approached 8pm, the energy in
the room was nearing explosive.
"It was a big moment," Jack
recalled following his victory.
"The stars were aligned and the
omens were auspicious. My uncle
won the Powerball, but before the
Missouri Lottery could give him
a new identity, he was murdered.
I've been playing HQ in the hope
of living out his forgotten legacy.”
Jack recounted the fateful
game. "Yeah, so first three [questions] were super easy. One plus
one kinda stuff. My B-School
friend was in his element. Then
there were three questions about
the Kardashians, cause, y’know,
and this kid that watches the show
out of ‘cultural interest’ got them,"
he laughed. "We got to question 12, and I don't even know
what came over me, but I decided

– WUnderground

to sabotage everyone who had
helped me. Maybe it’s a premed
thing. Anyway, the question was
about Bucky Balls, and I told
everyone the wrong answer and
chose the right one and won."
When Jack (who wishes
to remain anonymous due to
the threat posed by all the rich
WashU kids who might want
to steal his newfound fortune,)
had finished fist-pumping,
masturbating in front of his
friends while wearing a bald cap
and red goatee, and streaking
down the hallway, he considered the great fortune that
had befallen him. "So many
doors opened for me after that
moola hit my PayPal account,
you know? I knew I was going
to drop out, but there was one
thing I knew I had to do first."
The next day Jack walked
into Organic Chemistry lab
blasting "My Neck, My Back"
on his Beats Pill, and, middle
finger raised, told his professor
to do a series of unsavory acts,
here abridged to “Shove it.”
He then tore off his lab coat to
reveal that he was once again

nude and sprinted out of class
screaming "I've finally done it!
I've fucked bitches AND gotten
money!" Shortly following this
incident and the release of the
prior statement, the subject legally
changed his name and divided
his winnings, estimated at $6,
between banks in Panama and
the Cayman Islands. His current
whereabouts are unknown.
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Student Eco-Terrorist Group Leaving Unflushed Pee All Over Campus
A radical fringe group
widely believed to be backed
by the Office of Sustainability
has unleashed its most brutal
campaign to date, leaving urine
unflushed in men’s, women’s,
and gender-neutral bathrooms
all over campus. The practice, referred to as “Yellow
Urinalism,” has been jointly
condemned by the Student
Health Services and the Office
of the Chancellor, yet has
taken off in recent weeks.
A spokesperson for the
group, known only by the alias
“George P.P. Martin,” said in a
statement that “If this practice
were adopted by the student
body and endorsed by the
administration, the University
would save millions of gallons
of water per year, which is
both in its financial interest
and kind to Mother Earth.”
The contemptible eco-terrorist
went on to claim that leveraging this “green practice”
and mentioning it on tours

would actually attract more
applicants to the school.
The group, formally known
as Green Faction, was stripped
of its SU status and budget
allocation two years ago after
a campaign to increase bike
use on campus infamously led
to the deaths of three students
who were looking at their
phones and walking on the
left side of the path during
passing times. While ostensibly disbanded, the group
continued operating underground, covertly recruiting at
various campus events, particularly the Office of Sustainability’s annual Harvest Festival.
Because of Sustainability’s
failure to crack down on this
subversive activity, it is generally believed that it radicalized
and converted Green Faction
into a proxy group following
its expulsion from SU.
Green Faction first resurfaced in fall of 2017, making
waves when it bought out
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all of the red Solo® cups at
Schnuck’s and replaced them
with recyclable cups that the
Interfraternity Council formally
denounced as “super lame” in
a statement. In early February,
a proclamation posted on
the door of BD and entitled
“95 Pee-Pees” foreshadowed
the most recent wave of ecoterrorist aggression. The revulsion over having to pee into
somebody else’s pee has already
spawned several reactionary
groups, one of which advocates flushing the toilet twice
after peeing, “just to make
sure all of the pee really gets
washed down.” Less radical is
the common concern that if
Green Faction is not reined in
before Spring WILD, Boxed
Water may take an even more
insidious shape. Students all
over campus are hoping it
doesn’t come to that point.

Joe Biden Endorses “Armed Teachers” Proposal

Unpaid Interns

1

"Jack" accepting his HQ winnings. He has
not been seen since, although several dubious
reports have surfaced of a lookalike smuggling a valise through Monaco.
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"I firmly believe in arming all of our citizens: teachers,
artists, veterinarians, youth pastors...everybody,
regardless of circumstance, should be granted access
to at least two arms," Biden declared, before
realizing his mistake and rescinding the statement.

In response to the recent
Parkland shooting, President
Trump last week proposed
a new strategy of arming
teachers. His statement, unsurprisingly, has been met with
much controversy, but smatterings of support have come
from some surprising places.
In order to gather a diversity
of opinions on the matter, the
WUnderground staff interviewed a number of prominent
political figures. We had the
opportunity to ask former Vice
President Joe Biden for his

Point
I'm Not in S7ven

By: Guy who is definitely in S7ven
Actually though, I'm for sure not in
S7ven. I mean, if I were, I wouldn't
be able to tell you, but that's a moot
point, because I'm totally not even a
little bit in S7ven. If you think I've
been sneaking around a lot lately,
you're probably just reading too far
into it.

If you see something, say something. Call 1-877-IPEE
to report undocumented cases of Yellow Urinalism to the
authorities.

thoughts on Trump’s idea.
“I think this is the best idea
President Trump has had so
far!” Biden exclaimed enthusiastically. “Giving robotic
arms to paraplegic teachers
is vital to ensure that they
can achieve their maximum
potential in the classroom.”
Biden went on to tell a
poignant anecdote about his
second grade teacher who lost
both arms in a gruesome knitting accident, and how she
struggled leading the class in
games of Duck, Duck, Goose.

“Our teachers are this
nation’s backbone, and we
have a responsibility to help
them teach children proper
scissor techniques and how
to correctly hold a pencil.”
When informed that
Trump probably wanted to
give actual weapons to teachers
to prevent future mass shootings, Biden chuckled.
“Oh, Donnie. Listen, I
don’t like his politics, but
people don’t give him enough
credit. He’s a funny guy!”

Counterpoint
Dude, Nobody
Fucking Asked

By: Guy who didn't ask about
whether the other guy was in
S7ven
Seriously, you just asked me the time
and I told you it was 7 pm and now
you’re talking about this again. Literally nobody has ever asked if you’re
in S7ven or gives a shit either way.
While we're on the subject, though,
you're very clearly in S7ven.
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WUnderground Presents: The Non-Sex Issue

Top 10...

StudLife says there's a "running joke" (prime opportunity to say gag) in their office that people only sign up
for StudLife to produce the Sex Issue. That's probably true. Here at WUnderground, though, we sign up to
produce the antithesis of whatever StudLife produces, so we present to you the 2018 Non-Sex Issue.

WashU Pornos

Need some relief during midterms? ;) Kick back with
the top ten adult movies WashU has ever produced!
1. Pawgs & Go
2. Ball School Cafe
3. DarDICKED 3: Here We Go Again
4. Oozing Mozz Stick Pulled Apart by Horny Freshman

WUnderground posed for the Sex Issue, which was probably an accident.

5. Hot Unprotected Sex in Plan B Stacks
6. Fontbondage 2: Cock and Chain
7. Fake Circ
8. Hot Visiting Parent Asks FUCKSA for Directions
9. Girls Gone to WILD
10. WashU Cok Pops Cherry Tree
1. Hot East Asian Librarian Olinsertion

Pictured above: Men's water-polo fully-clothed.

Pictured above: Quiz Bowl (thankfully) fully-clothed.

2. Freshman Steps on the Seal, Gets Banged by Ghost
of William Greenleaf Eliot
3. Swamp Friends with Benefits
4. Half and Half Biracial Drenched in Buffalo Sauce
5. Campus Gets All Holes Filled by Chancellor With
Huge Endowment and Wright-On
6. StudLife Article Gets WUnderpounded
7. Junior Fucks Giant Rabbit for Whispers Booth
8. BD SM

Pictured above: The Amateurs fully-clothed.

Pictured above: EST (not thankfully) fully-clothed.

9. SoFoHoe Gives Sexy Beaujob, Unleashes Cumwrath
10. Floormate is Wydown to Fuck, Big Bends Over and
Takes a Large Skinker
1. Orgo Exam Fucks Premed's GPA
2. Connie’s Chode
3. Swallow My Load, It’s Beary Sweet (10% Off!)
4. The Amateurs

Pictured above: Mock Trial fully-clothed.

Pictured above: Black Anthology partially-clothed.

10. Holden and Suckin' a Large Thorpe

What Do You Think?

According to a StudLife poll, the average penis length at WUSTL is 6 inches, compared to the national average of 5.1.
The class of 2020 just received
WashU
acceptance letters. They’re
What their
do you
think?
projected to be the largest class in school history. WDYT?

Richard Long

Floormate with super ironic
name

"Ehh, I don't know.
I'd like to see their
research design."

StudLife Editor

Not a WUnderground editor
"Of the 600 WUSTL males
surveyed, 300 had a penis
greater than 5 inches in
length, of which 400 had a
penis greater than 6 inches
and 100 above 6.5 inches."

Sam Fox Boy

ArtSci Girl

George Washington

Has 6.6-inch penis, on
average

Is always disappointed

Hung like a goddamn horse

"Unfair that I'm a starving
artist but everyone
around me gets to eat
dis dick. At least it's an
asset I'll get paid for."

"Man, have my fingers
had a workout this
semester."

“All I'm saying is, the
statue's not to scale ;)"

